2010 Worcester County, Ma Treatment Area's
Treatment Update Week Seven (June 7th - June 12th)
Greendale Neighborhood, Worcester, Ma.

Legend
- 2010 ALB Treatment Area(s)
- Treatment Completed
- Zone Boundaries
- Streets
- Rail Road
- Water bodies
- Municipal Boundaries

DISCLAIMER: The U.S. Department of Agriculture's Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service collected the data displayed for internal agency purposes only. This data may be used by others; however, they must be used for their original intended purposes.
Acknowledgement: Ma. Dept. of Conservation & Recreation.
2010 Worcester County, Ma Treatment Area's Treatment Update Week Seven (June 7th - June 12th) Lynnwood Lane Satellite Area

DISCLAIMER: The U.S. Department of Agriculture's Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service collected the data displayed for internal agency purposes only. This data may be used by others; however, they must be used for their original intended purposes.

Acknowledgement: Ma. Dept. of Conservation & Recreation.
2010 Worcester County, Ma Treatment Area's Treatment Update Week Seven (June 7th - June 12th) Fairlawn Drive Satellite Area

Legend
- 2010 ALB Treatment Area(s)
- Treatment Status
  - Treatment in Progress
  - Treatment Completed
- Zone Boundaries
- Streets
- Rail Road
- Water bodies
- Municipal Boundaries

DISCLAIMER: The U.S. Department of Agriculture's Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service collected the data displayed for internal agency purposes only. This data may be used by others; however, they must be used for their original intended purposes.

Acknowledgement: Ma. Dept. of Conservation & Recreation.
2010 Worcester County, Ma Treatment Area's
Treatment Update Week Seven (June 7th - June 12th)
Harrington Field Worcester, Ma Satellite
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- 2010 ALB Treatment Area(s)
- Zone Boundaries
- Treatment Status
  - Treatment in Progress
  - Treatment Completed
- Streets
- Rail Road
- Water bodies
- Municipal Boundaries

DISCLAIMER: The U.S. Department of Agriculture's Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service collected the data displayed for internal agency purposes only. This data may be used by others; however, they must be used for their original intended purposes.

Acknowledgement: Ma. Dept. of Conservation & Recreation

USDA - APHIS - PPQ - ALB, 2010
DISCLAIMER: The U.S. Department of Agriculture's Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service collected the data displayed for internal agency purposes only. This data may be used by others; however, they must be used for their original intended purposes. Acknowledgement: Ma. Dept. of Conservation & Recreation.
2010 Worcester County, MA Treatment Area's
Treatment Update Week Seven (June 7th - June 12th)
West Boylston, MA Satellite
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- 2010 ALB Treatment Area(s)
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- Zone Boundaries
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- Rail Road
- Water bodies
- Municipal Boundaries
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DISCLAIMER: The U.S. Department of Agriculture's Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service collected the data displayed for internal agency purposes only. This data may be used by others; however, they must be used for their original intended purposes.

Acknowledgement: MA. Dept. of Conservation & Recreation.
2010 Worcester County, Ma Treatment Area's
Treatment Update Week Seven (June 7th - June 12th)
Holden, Ma. Satellite
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- Treatment Status
  - Treatment in Progress
  - Treatment Completed
- Zone Boundaries
- Streets
- Rail Road
- Water bodies
- Municipal Boundaries

DISCLAIMER: The U.S. Department of Agriculture's Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service collected the data displayed for internal agency purposes only. This data may be used by others; however, they must be used for their original intended purposes.

Acknowledgement: Ma. Dept. of Conservation & Recreation.